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Self-Measurement of Blood Pressure at Home in the
Management of Hypertension

Hilde Celis, MD; Elly Den Hond, PhD; and Jan A. Staessen, MD, PhD, FAHA

To be suitable for the management of hypertension, self-measurement of blood pressure (BP) at
home should follow international recommendations.The use of accurate and validated measuring
devices is an important prerequisite. Upper arm BP monitors are the first choice, while wrist and
finger devices cannot be recommended. Measurements should, preferentially, be downloaded from
the memory of a device or printed. Reference values have been proposed, but were mostly based
on cross-sectional observations and have not yet been widely validated by prospective outcome
studies. Currently, levels of home BP of <135 mm Hg systolic and 85 mm Hg diastolic are usually
considered normal. Home BP measurement is sometimes recommended as an alternative to
ambulatory BP monitoring to diagnose white-coat hypertension. However, home BP measurement
cannot replace ambulatory BP monitoring in the diagnosis of hypertension (white-coat), but both
techniques have complementary roles. The appropriateness of home BP measurement to guide
antihypertensive treatment has only been tested in one large-scale randomized trial: the THOP
(Treatment of Hypertension Based on Home or Office Blood Pressure) trial. The THOP trial
showed that antihypertensive treatment based on home instead of office BP led to less intensive
drug treatment, but also to less BP control with no differences in general wellbeing and left ventricular
mass. Home BP monitoring also contributed to the identification of patients with white-coat
hypertension. On balance, most evidence supports the view that office BP measurement remains
the key in the diagnosis and treatment of hypertension. Treatment can be started without
confirmation of elevated office BP in patients with high office BP and target organ damage, or a
high cardiovascular risk profile. In patients with raised office BP but without target organ damage
(white-coat hypertension), or with normal office BP but unexplained target organ damage (masked
hypertension), ambulatory or home BP monitoring or both must be used to confirm the diagnosis.
Few longitudinal studies have addressed the long-term prognostic meaning of home BP
measurement. Until more prospective data become available, management of hypertension
exclusively based on self-measurement of BP at home cannot be recommended.
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Guidelines for Self-Measurement of Blood
Pressure at Home

Advantages of self-measurement of blood pressure
Self-measurement of blood pressure (BP) at home can
accomplish several of the advantages of ambulatory BP
monitoring, such as a greater number of readings, an
avoidance of the white-coat syndrome and, when automated

devices are used, an absence of observer bias. Furthermore,
self-measurement of BP may also increase compliance with
antihypertensive therapy and reduce the number of visits
required for the diagnosis and treatment of hypertension. It is
also a less expensive method of monitoring blood
pressure.1,2

Requirements for accurate home BP measurement
Self-measurement of BP at home can only become a useful
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instrument in the management of hypertension if the
application of the technique is well standardized and
complies with defined quality criteria. Most national and
international hypertension guidelines include some
recommendations for home BP measurement.3-6 In principle,
these guidelines are not different from those of BP
measurement in general, but some points deserve special
attention.

■ Only accurate and properly validated BP measuring
devices should be used. Any device, irrespective of
whether it is employed in a clinical setting or in research,
should have passed independent validation according
to at least one of three generally accepted protocols: 1)
the protocol of the British Hypertension Society
(BHS), 2) the protocol of the Association for the
Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI), or 3)
the international protocol.3,7-11 A device can only be
considered as validated after a positive report has
been published in a peer reviewed journal.

■ Different types of BP monitors for self-measurement
are available. Using auscultatory or aneroid devices
might provide reliable measurements, but have several
major drawbacks: proper instruction of the patients
can take up to 45 minutes,9 aneroid devices are
susceptible of becoming inaccurate without this being
apparent to the user8 and, due to the known toxic
effects of mercury on the environment, the mercury
sphygmomanometer might well be banned from clinical
use in the near future.3,9 Consequently, fully
automated, electronic (almost exclusively oscillometric)
devices are presently the most commonly marketed.
Experts recommend upper arm devices for home BP
measurement, while the use of wrist and finger devices
is discouraged.3,5,9,10 Wrist devices, although easier
to use by the patient,10 have a number of
shortcomings.9,10 Most of the wrist devices have not
passed independent validation,11-13 although some
have at least undergone some validation.14,15 Wrist
monitors are more error prone than upper arm devices
because the measurements are more likely to be
influenced by anatomical factors, such as wrist
anatomy11 and dorsal or ulnar flexion of the
wrist,3,11,15 as well as by the hydrostatic pressure of
the blood if the wrist is not correctly positioned at the
heart level.3,15 To overcome the latter problem, a wrist
home BP device with a position sensor has recently been
developed and tested;14 however, its performance in
clinical practice needs further evaluation. Finger devices
share some of the shortcomings of wrist devices, such as
the effect of limb position on measured pressure.
Furthermore, inaccuracies can occur because of
measurement distortion with peripheral vasoconstriction
and alteration of blood pressure due to the more distal
site of the recording.3 A regularly updated list of
independently tested and validated BP devices for
self-measurement of BP at home8 is available at the

web site of the British Hypertension Society
(http://www.hyp.ac.uk/bhs/bp_monitors/automatic.htm)
and at the non-profit educational web site dabl®

Educational Trust (http://www.dableducational.com).
■ As for office and ambulatory BP measurement, cuffs

of appropriate size should be used (small adult or child
cuff with bladder 12 cm x 18 cm for arm circumference
<23 cm, standard adult cuff with bladder 12 cm x 26
cm for arm circumference <33 cm, and large adult
cuff with bladder 12 cm x 40 cm for arm circumference
up to 50 cm).3,6

■ Patients should rest 5 minutes in the sitting position
before starting measurement.

■ Home BP monitoring should always be performed
under medical supervision. Patients should not titrate
or change their antihypertensive drug treatment unless
advised to do so by their doctor.

■ Patient diaries and reports may be unreliable. Experts
therefore recommend the use of devices that can be
interfaced with a printer or a computer to produce a
record of the readings with documentation of date and
time of the day.

Self-Measurement of BP at Home: How Often?

Experts have not yet reached a general consensus about a
standard protocol (how many measurements and on how
many days) patients should follow to measure their BP at
home. In a recent editorial in the Journal of Hypertension,
Parati et al.16 describe two different methods to define the
most suitable schedule for home BP measurement, namely a
statistical and a clinical approach. In the statistical approach,
the reproducibility and stability over time of home BP values
and their relation with ambulatory BP values are used as
criteria for defining the best frequency of home BP
measurements. The clinical approach is based on the power
of home BP values to predict cardiovascular outcome.

Statistical approach
The reproducibility of home BP depends on the number of
measurements. It has been reported to be best if the average
home BP is derived from 30 measurements,17 but other
investigators found that no further improvement is obtained
when increasing the number above 5 or 6 home BP
measurements.18,19 Furthermore, also excluding the first day
of measurements seems to improve reproducibility.20,21

Stergiou et al.20 also showed that to obtain reliable and
reproducible values at least two monitoring days were
needed. Our group tried to define the best measurement
schedule by looking at the stability of home BP
measurements over time and calculated that at least 3 days of
home BP measurements are needed to obtain stable BP
values.22,23 On the other hand, Brook24 reported that if the
accuracy of the average home BP was determined by
agreement with average ambulatory BP values, the total
number of measurements and total duration of monitoring
were not important and that most benefits of home BP
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monitoring could be achieved by obtaining as few as 2 home
BP measurements on one day. The advantage of home BP
monitoring thus does not seem only to lie in the statistical
advantages associated with the availability of a lot of
measurements, but also in obtaining information on BP
levels out of the clinical setting with even a few home BP
measurements.16

Clinical approach
More recently, Ohkubo et al.25 tried to identify the best
frequency of home BP measurements based on prognostic
data from the Ohasama study, a population study carried out
in a rural community in Japan. The office BP was measured
twice at the screening visit and the subjects were asked to
measure their BP at home once a day for a maximum of 4
weeks. Ohkubo and colleagues showed the predictive value
for the risk of stroke of the average home BP measurement
increased progressively, and without any threshold, if the
number of measurements was increased from 1 to 14. This
study also demonstrated that there was only a modest
additional benefit by averaging all available measurements.
The authors concluded that as many measurements as
possible (preferably more than 14) are recommended for the
best prediction of stroke risk. However, the results of this
study should be interpreted with caution, since compared to
most other studies, the Ohasama study had a rather unusual
measurement schedule for home BP with only one single
morning measurement.

Recommendation
For diagnostic purposes, some experts3,6 propose duplicate
measurements every morning and evening during a 7-day
period, sometimes with exclusion of the readings of the first
day. Although evidence based on statistical and clinical
approaches seems to suggest fewer measurements may offer
similar benefits to taking several, the reproducibility of home
BP based on a limited number of measurements, as
suggested by the statistical approach, might be inadequate
for decision making in the individual patient. Since home BP
monitoring is relatively inexpensive and easily accepted by
patients, it is reasonable to recommend taking more home BP
readings than the statistically reliable minimum number.

Definition of Normal Values

Definition of normality based on cross-sectional data
Several investigators proposed reference values based on 
cross-sectional observations but used different statistical
criteria.26-29 Therefore, in an attempt to derive a generally
accepted reference frame for the home BP, we pooled all available
data published through the end of 1996 into a meta-analysis
involving 17 studies and 5,422 subjects.30 Eight of these studies
included normotensives as well as untreated hypertensives. The
nine other studies included only normotensives. We applied four
different methods to derive a reference frame for the 
self-measured BP at home. In all normotensive subjects (office
BP <140 mm Hg systolic and <90 mm Hg diastolic), we

computed the 95th percentile and the mean + 2 standard
deviations (SD) of the home BP as the upper threshold of
normality (distribution method). Two alternative approaches
started from subjects not preselected on the basis of their
office BP. In the percentile method, we calculated the
percentile ranks of an office BP of 140 mm Hg systolic or 
90 mm Hg diastolic, and we determined the values of the
home BP corresponding with these ranks. Finally, the values
of the home BP equivalent to an office BP of 140 mm Hg
systolic and 90 mm Hg diastolic were deduced by means of
regression analysis (regression method). The reference
values determined by the distribution methods, i.e., the mean
+ 2 SD and the 95th percentile of the distribution, in
normotensives were 137/89 mm Hg and 135/86 mm Hg,
respectively. The cutoff points derived by the percentile and
regression methods were considerably lower: 129/84 mm Hg
and 125/79 mm Hg.

We also attempted to determine reference values for the 
self-measured BP at home using the individual data available
in the international database of self-recorded BP in
normotensive and untreated hypertensive subjects.31 This
database includes 4,668 untreated subjects recruited by 13
research groups. To define operational thresholds for the
home BP, we only used the data for the 2,401 subjects who
were normotensive on office BP measurement. The reference
values for the home BP determined from the 95th percentiles
of the BP distributions in these normotensive subjects were
139 mm Hg systolic and 85 mm Hg diastolic.

Subsequently, Stergiou et al.32 conducted a cross-sectional
population survey, the Didima study, to determine normal
thresholds for self-measured BP. After the exclusion of the
treated hypertensives, data from 526 subjects were analyzed.
If the 95th percentiles of the home BP distributions in 476
normotensive subjects were used, the upper limit of
normality was a self-measured BP of 140 mm Hg systolic
and 83 mm Hg diastolic. The cutoff points derived by the
percentile and regression methods where 140/86 mm Hg and
137/83 mm Hg.

Definition of normality based on outcome data
A normal BP should ideally be determined in terms of
cardiovascular risk. In the previously mentioned Ohasama
study,25,33 the self-measured BP at home (mean of 3 to 38
measurements) was a better predictor of total mortality than
office BP measured at screening. The Ohasama investigators
were also the first to propose reference values for 
self-measurement of BP at home based on prognostic
criteria.34 They found a linear relationship between systolic
home BP and mortality, and subsequently set the upper norm
for systolic self-measured BP at home at 137 mm Hg. The
association between diastolic home BP and mortality was 
U-shaped. The Ohasama group considered diastolic 
self-measured BP values at home between 66 and 83 mm Hg
as normotensive, ≥84 mm Hg as hypertensive and values
below 66 mm Hg as abnormally low.
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More recently the final results of the SHEAF 
(Self-measurement of Blood Pressure at Home in the
Elderly: Assessment and Follow-up) study were published.35

Bobrie and colleagues evaluated the prognostic value of the 
self-measured BP at home and the office measured BP in a 
3-year prospective cohort study in a French population of
treated hypertensive patients. They showed that the home BP,
but not the office BP, was predictive of cardiovascular events,
but neither measurement method was significantly related to
cardiovascular events or total mortality. The cardiovascular
prognosis of patients with controlled hypertension (normal
office and home BP) or isolated office hypertension (high
office BP, normal home BP) was comparable. In contrast,
those with masked hypertension (normal office BP, high
home BP) had a worse prognosis similar to that of the
uncontrolled hypertensives (high office and home BP).
Although the SHEAF investigators had proposed 135/85
mm Hg as an operational threshold for normotension based
on a retrospective analysis of their baseline data in an earlier
publication,36 their final publication37 did not contain a new
proposal based on the prognostic data.

Current definition of normality
Most expert committees and national and international
guidelines committees concur with the idea that levels of the
self-measured BP at home lower than 135 mm Hg systolic
and 85 mm Hg diastolic are normal.3-6,9,30,38,39 However,
more prospective studies are urgently needed to establish
with more certainty the normal range of the 
self-measured home BP, including the operational threshold
at which drug treatment should be instituted.

Self-Measured BP at Home and the Diagnosis of
Hypertension

Recent hypertension guidelines3,39 propose the use of 
self-measurement of BP at home as an important means to
evaluate the response to antihypertensive treatment, to improve
compliance with therapy and, most importantly, as an
alternative for ambulatory BP measurement to confirm or
refute the diagnosis of white-coat hypertension. Instead of
using either ambulatory or self-measurement of BP, some
investigators have proposed to use an algorithm combining
both techniques.23,40,41 According to this algorithm, patients
with persistently high office BP values and no evidence of
target organ damage should engage in self-monitoring of
their BP, and if this demonstrates normal values, ambulatory
BP monitoring is used to confirm the diagnosis of white-coat
hypertension.

A screening test should not only have a high specificity and
negative predictive value, but high sensitivity as well. We
investigated these characteristics of self-measured BP in 247
previously untreated hypertensive patients randomized in the
THOP trial.23 Taking daytime ambulatory BP 
(time-weighted mean of readings obtained between 10 am
and 8 pm) as the reference method to diagnose white-coat

hypertension, we noticed that self-measured BP at home had
a high specificity (89%) and negative predictive value (97%),
but low sensitivity (68%). Stergiou and colleagues40,42 used
a similar approach in a study of 133 untreated patients with
high office BP and reported similar findings (specificity
83%, negative predictive value 75%, sensitivity 61%). In
both studies the agreement between home and ambulatory
BP in the detection of white-coat hypertension was assessed
using the kappa statistic. Reported kappa values for these
studies were 0.38 and 0.41, respectively, suggesting only low
to moderate agreement. Taken together, the THOP study and
that of Stergiou et al. suggest that the sensitivity of the 
self-measured home BP is low in the detection of truly
hypertensive patients, but that home BP and ambulatory
monitoring are complementary diagnostic methods.

Home BP and the Management of Hypertension

Evidence from the THOP trial
The THOP trial2,43 aimed to determine whether or not 
long-term antihypertensive treatment based on 
self-measurement of BP at home might be more beneficial to
the patient than treatment based on conventional BP
measurement in a doctor’s office.

After a 1-month run-in period, eligible hypertensive patients,
those with a sitting diastolic office BP >95 mm Hg, were
randomized into two groups. In one group antihypertensive
treatment was guided by the diastolic office BP as an average
of three sitting readings obtained by a doctor in the office
using a sphygmomanometer and, in the other group, by the
diastolic home BP as an average of all 42 sitting readings (3
morning and 3 evening for 7 consecutive days prior to the
patient’s visit to the doctor). The patients used the
oscillometric Omron HEM-705CP device (Omron Inc.,
Kyoto, Japan). Regardless of randomization, both home and
office BP were measured in all patients at each visit. At
baseline and after 6 and 12 months of randomized treatment,
the ambulatory BP was also registered with an oscillometric
Spacelabs 90207 recorder, but these measurements were not
considered in any treatment decisions.

After randomization, the same standardized stepwise
treatment regimen was applied in both groups to reach the
same target diastolic BP (80 mm Hg to 89 mm Hg). Follow-up
visits were scheduled after 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 months.
One physician at the coordinating center blinded with regard
to randomization made all treatment decisions based either
on home or office BP. If the diastolic BP guiding treatment
was above target (>89 mm Hg), medical treatment was
intensified by one step. If this diastolic BP was within the
target range (80 to 89 mm Hg), medical treatment was left
unchanged. If the diastolic BP guiding treatment was below
the target range (<80 mm Hg), medical treatment was
reduced by one step and, for patients at the first step of
treatment, this meant discontinuation of antihypertensive
drug treatment.
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Four hundred (66%) of the 606 enrolled patients met the
entry criteria and were randomized either to the office BP
(n=197) or home BP (n= 203) group. At baseline, both the
office and home BP groups had similar characteristics and
BP values. The median follow-up time was 350 days.

The office, home, and ambulatory BP values significantly
decreased after randomization in both treatment groups
(figure 1). After 1 month of randomized treatment, these
decreases were similar in the office and home BP groups.
Office BP measurements decreased an average of 12.6/8.2
mm Hg in the office BP management group and 11.5/8.1 mm Hg
in the home BP management group. Self-measured home BP
decreased an average of 9.4/5.8 mm Hg for the office BP
management group and 7.5/4.8 mm Hg for the home BP
management group. After 6 months of treatment, these
decreases in BP were still the same magnitude in the two
randomized groups. Thereafter BP reductions became
consistently and significantly greater in the office BP
patients than in the home BP patients, leading to a final
reduction in office BP of 22.0/14.0 mm Hg in the office BP
group and 15.3/10.5 mm Hg in the home BP group. The final
differences between the two treatment groups thus were 6.8
and 3.5 mm Hg for systolic and diastolic office BP, 4.9 and
2.9 mm Hg for systolic and diastolic home BP, and 5.3 and
3.2 mm Hg for systolic and diastolic daytime ambulatory BP
(all differences between groups were <0.001).

More patients in the home BP group than in the office BP
group (25.6% and 11.3%, respectively) were able to
permanently stop antihypertensive treatment, but the
opposite trend was observed for patients proceeding to
multiple drug treatment (38.7% in the home BP group and
45.1% in the office BP group).

Over the entire follow-up, the mean symptom score
decreased on a 5-point scale from 1.52 to 1.40 in the office
BP group and from 1.60 to 1.50 in the home BP group,
leading to similar baseline-adjusted changes in symptom
scores at the end of the trial in both groups. In both treatment
groups there were similar significant decreases in
electrocardiographic indexes of left ventricular mass: -0.03
mV for the R-wave in AvL in both the office BP and home
BP groups; -0.12 mV and -0.09 mV for the Sokolow-Lyon
index in the office BP and home BP groups, respectively; 
-14 mV and -12 mV for the Cornell voltage in the office BP
and home BP groups, respectively; and -13 µV and -12 µV in
the office BP and home BP groups, respectively, for the
Cornell product.

From the above, we concluded that adjustment of
antihypertensive treatment based on home BP instead of
office BP led to less intensive drug treatment, but also to less
BP control for the long-term with no differences in general
well-being and electrocardiographic indexes of left
ventricular mass. Furthermore, compared to repeated office
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Figure 1. Mean systolic and diastolic office BP, home BP and daytime ambulatory BP. Error bars indicate standard errors. 
P-values are for the differences between patients randomized to treatment based on office BP (OBP) versus home BP (HBP).
Asterisk indicates P≤0.05, dagger P≤0.01 and double dagger P≤0.001. (Reprinted with permission. Staessen et al.; Treatment
of Hypertension Based on Home or Office Blood Pressure (THOP) Trial Investigators. Antihypertensive treatment based on
blood pressure measurement at home or in the physician’s office: a randomized controlled trial. JAMA 2004;291:955-964.
Copyright 2004 American Medical Association. All rights reserved.)
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BP measurement, self-measurement of BP at home allowed
the discontinuation of antihypertensive drugs in twice as
many patients and thus helped to identify patients with
white-coat hypertension.

Recommendations for clinicians
Although a recent Netherlands trial with a very similar
design, the HOMERUS trial44 (Home versus Office
Measurements, Reduction of Unnecessary treatment Study),
has been initiated, to the best of our knowledge the THOP
trial is still the only randomized, controlled trial that
compared office and home BP for the initiation and titration
of antihypertensive drug treatment.

The findings of the THOP trial do not support the hypothesis
that self-measurement of BP, usually at the patient’s home,
might be a better guide to antihypertensive drug treatment
than conventional BP measurement at the doctor’s office.
Office BP measurement should remain the standard for
evaluating BP. In patients with raised office BP and either
target organ damage or a high cardiovascular risk profile,
treatment can be started without confirmation of the elevated
office BP by automated BP measurement. In patients with
high office BP but no target organ damage (suspected 
white-coat hypertension), or with normal office BP but
unexplained target organ damage (suspected masked
hypertension), ambulatory BP monitoring, home BP
monitoring, or both must be used to confirm or refute the

diagnosis (figure 2), whereas office BP measurements should
be ignored. In the absence of other cardiovascular risk factors
and signs of target organ damage, therapy of patients with
white-coat hypertension may be limited to lifestyle measures
and annual follow-up of the ambulatory BP.1

Perspectives

More long-term prospective outcome trials are needed to
confirm the prognostic significance of home BP
measurement and to firmly establish normal values,
including the operational thresholds at which drug treatment
should be instituted or can be discontinued. With this
purpose, in May 2001 the HOMED-BP (Hypertension
Objective treatment based on Measurement by Electrical
Devices of Blood Pressure) study pilot trial was launched in
Japan.45,46 The primary objective of this ongoing trial is to
determine the optimal target BP level based on home BP.
Patients will be randomized to one of two home BP target
groups (home BP 134-125/84-80 mm Hg or <125/80 mm Hg).
The primary study outcome is the composite of non-fatal
stroke, non-fatal myocardial infarction, and cardiovascular
death. Patients will be recruited until February 2006 and
followed for 7 years.

Furthermore and similar to our follow-up study of previous
APTH (Ambulatory Blood Pressure Monitoring and
Treatment of Hypertension) patients47 which showed that

Blood pressure self-measurement CM&R 2005 : 1 (February)24

Figure 2. A possible strategy for the assessment of patients by use of office, home, and ambulatory BP.41 (Adapted with
permission from Elsevier. Staessen et al. Essential hypertension. Lancet 2003;361:1629-1641.)
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daytime ambulatory BP refined the prediction of major
cardiovascular events over and beyond office BP, we also
plan to obtain prognostic data in our THOP study population
in the near future. The main objectives of the follow-up study
will be to assess outcome in terms of office BP control and
to compare the prognostic significance of baseline office,
home, and ambulatory BP. Follow-up data to be collected
will include information on vital status, cause of death,
incidence of major cardiovascular and noncardiovascular
diseases, treatment status and achieved office BP levels. For
each patient, information will be obtained via a standard
questionnaire to be completed by his or her treating
physician.

Until more prospective data become available, conventional
measurements at a doctor’s office remain the standard for
evaluating BP. Self-measurement at home and ambulatory
monitoring increase the diagnostic accuracy of conventional
BP measurement and allow identification of patients with
white-coat or masked hypertension. Management of
hypertension exclusively based on home BP measurement
cannot be recommended.
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